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{- $?3- ;R%?- mR$?- z- =- :..;!!2.$- *A.- 0E- :L%- $/?- GA; !!!

I bow to the deity of the fully complete three kāyas! I myself, Padmākara, 
KA- /%- $?%- 2:A- 12- ,2?- !/;!!#- 5%- .R/- SA=- 3%- &?- G%- ;  

have hidden many complete and concise arrangements of all the outer, inner, and secret sādhanas. 
;%- $?%- ~A%- 0R- >- 12- :.A;!!!/- IA- ~A%- 0R- ;A/- /R- 2; !!!

This Hūṃ sādhana of the most secret essence is the very essence of all. 
3- :R%?- z- Y?- ,$?- .3- .;!!qR$- ;A$- lA?- ?- o<- AW)- o;!!?- 3- ;;  

In the future, to uphold my commitment to the Prince, there is a private letter within the seal of earth, sealed by A.   Sāmāyā  
;.2J/- 0:A- $/?- ?- 30=- 2>3?;!!3./- .- 2*J.- v<- z- ;A- {;!!!

In a secluded place set out a maṇḍala. Before you, place a cast statue of the deity to be generated 
=$?- ?3- <A- 3R<- VA?- 0- 2N3;!!<%- <A$- 12- m?- 3(R.- m?- KA<; 

or a picture. Since the accomplishment substances and offering substances are self-awareness, 
12- m?- 3(R.- $+R<- 2>3?- 3A- :5=;!! ,/- S%?- 3(R.- UA/- 2{=- 2:%- 3J.; !!!

you do not need to set out accomplishment substances, offerings, and a torma. There are also no invitations, offerings, and inciting of the enlightened activities. 
<A$- l=- %<- w/- i=- :LR<- 0?;!!!

Yogins, possessing the intensity of the energy of awareness, [should practice the following]. 
 

Refuge and Bodhicitta 
 

Z A;!!2. J- $> J$?- :.?- 0- {- $?3- P2- 0: A- z;!!!. R/- $* A?- 3,<- K A/- i3?- =- *2?- ?- 3( A; 

hri   de sheg dü pa ku sum drub pei lha   dön nyi thar chin nam la kyab su chi  
Hṛīḥ   In the deity of the accomplishment of the three kāyas of the gathering of the sugatas  

and in all those who have reached the far side of the two benefits, I take refuge! 
:P R- !/- ?%?- o?- L%- (2- , R2- L: A- K A<;!!L3?- .%- ~ A%- e J?- L%- (2- ? J3?- 2* J.- . R;!!=/- $?3, 

dro kün sang gye jang chub thob chei chir   jam dang nying je jang chub sem kye do   (3x) 
So that all wandering beings may attain the enlightenment of the Buddhas, with love and compassion I shall cultivate bodhicitta!  Recite three times. 
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Generation of the Deity and Mantra Recitation 

 
;.%- 0 R<- ( R?- i3?- .3 A$?- ?- 3 J.;!!. J- =?- :P R- =- ~ A%- e J<- $?=;!!!

dang por chö nam mig su med   de le dro la nying jer sal 
In the beginning, all phenomena are not conceived. From that, compassion for wandering beings appears luminously. 

3#:- =- * A- ><- ) A- 28 A/- .;!!2.$- * A.- 0E- , R.- U J%- l=; 

kha la nyi shar ji  zhin du   dag nyi pema thö treng tsal 
Like the sun dawning in the sky, I myself appear as Padma Thötreng Tsal. 

8=- $& A$- K$- $* A?- {- 3. R$- .3<;!!,/- $?3- <2- 21.- A )- $4 B$?- $* J<;!!!

zhal chig chag nyi ku dog mar   chen sum rab dre am tsig nyer 
He has one face, two arms, and his body is red in color. His three eyes are fully open. He bites upon his lower lip and wrinkles his brow. 

.2- 0- ( A/- 3- A$- 5 S3- !.3<- ?J<-!:2<;!!K$- $;?-!$?J<- IA-! h R- e J- l J- s- $. J%?; 

u tra min ma ag tshom bar   chag ye dor je tse nga deng 
His (crimson colored) hair, eyebrows, and goatee are blazing. His right hand wields a five-pointed (golden) vajra. 

K$- $; R/- !$/3- t$?- GA- !1<- 2?- .P- ~ A%- $9 J<;!!<?- 0: A- o/- .%- , R.- U J%- $? R=; 

chag yön phur bü dra nying zer   rü pei gyen dang thö treng söl  
With the (meteoric iron) kīlaya dagger in his left hand he pierces the hearts of enemies. He wears bone ornaments and a garland of skulls.  

82?- $;?- 2{3- 8 A%- $; R/- 2n%- 5=;!!.0:- $+3- !  $- ! J%- .P- 2$ J$?- G A; 

zhab ye kum zhing yön kyang tshül   pa tum tag teng dra geg kyi 
His right leg is drawn in and his left leg is extended. He heroically stands upon a tigress. 

$./- =- = R$- :S J/- 5 S$?- !/- $9 A<;!!{- =- O R- (%- .0$- 3 J.- :U R; 

den la log dren tshog kün zir   ku la tro chung pag me tro 
She stands upon a seat of enemies and obstructors, crushing all who lead astray. From my body, innumerable small wrathful deities emanate. 
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h R- e J- 3 J- :2<- $<- /%- 28$?;!!,$?- #<- * A- .2?- >- 3 J- :2<;!

dor je me bar gur nang zhug   thug khar nyi ü hung me bar 
I reside inside a tent of blazing vajra fire. At my heart center, in the middle of a sun, is a Hūṃ, blazing with fire. 

2.$- $8/- = R$- g R$- 2$- ($?- 2Y J$?;!!< A$- 0: A- %<- w/- >- 1- 1 R$; 

dag zhen log tog bag chag seg   rig pei ngar den hung dra drog 
All the habitual tendencies of wrong thoughts of myself and others are burned away. The roar of Hūṃ resounds with the intensity of awareness. 

:# R<- .- .0:- 2 R- 3#:- :P R- ; A?;!!?- .%- 2<- $%- /3- 3#:- # J%?;!

khor du pa wo khan dro yi   sa dang bar nang nam kha kheng 
Surrounding me is a retinue of heroes and ḍākinīs, completely filling the expanse of the earth and space. 

. J- i3?- 8=- /?- >- 1- 1 R$?;!!>- >- >- 8 J?- %<- w/- 2e R.; 

de nam zhal ne hung dra drog   hung hung hung zhe ngar den jö 
From their mouths, the roar of Hūṃ resounds. Hūṃ Hūṃ Hūṃ is expressed with intensity. 

:) A$- g J/- #3?- !/- > A$- > A$- w J$;!!! R%- $?3- ,3?- &.- >- 1?- $%- ; 

j ig ten kham kün shig shig deg   tong sum tham che hung dra gang 
All the realms of the world tremble. The billion-fold universe is filled with the sound of Hūṃ. 

$%- Y A.- 3- =?- _%- 52- G A?;!!l- &<- ) A- 28 A/- .2%- 2#?- 8 A%- ; 

nang sri ma lü lung tshub kyi   tsa bur ji  zhin wang dü zhing 
All appearances and possibilities are gathered under power, like a hurricane overpowers grass and chaff. 

Y A.- $?3- :# R<- 2- . R%- 3$?- 2?3;!!>- >- >;  

sri sum khor wa dong trug sam   hung hung hung 
Imagine that the three realms of cyclic existence are overturned from their depths! Hūṃ Hūṃ Hūṃ  
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+A.- ~R3?- =J- =R- ,J- 5S3- %%- ;!!{2?- ?- !%- !2?- $<- ;%- 2+<;!!*3?- %:A- KR$?- ?- ,R$?- mA?- L; 

When abandoning weariness, laziness, and doubt, you should stand up and dance. Trample down upon your despair. 
)A- v<- ,$?- 12- 3,<- K%- 2?;!!2$- SR- *3?- :<- LA/- (J/- 1J2?; 

By following the enlightened mind sādhana to the end in that way, the great feeling of joyous delight will come. 
.P- .%- 2$J$?- i3?- .%%?- 2o=- :VR?;!!3#:- :PR- ,3?- &.- V/- .- :#R=; 

All enemies and obstructors will faint away with fear and flee. All ḍākinīs will be bound in servitude. 
<%- =?- 4A.- &A%- !/- /?- :1<;!!.3A$?- 0- $<- $+.- .2%- .- :.; 

Your body may become numb and tremble. Focusing upon the visualization and dance, bring it under control. 
{=- w/- <2- GA?- 8$- 2./- +J;!!:VA%- $A?- $*A?- =- ,- 3?- G%; 

Signs will arise in seven days for those of the highest capacity, twice that for the average, 
2o- U$- $?3- IA?- g$?- 1=- KA/;!!.J- 2<- 353?- 2&.- .3- 0- $&J?; 

and in at least three hundred days for the least. Up until that time, stay in retreat and do not talk. 
P2- g$?- 2.$- *A.- 8=- 3,R%- .%-;!!2.$- .%- .LJ<- 3J.- gR$?- 0- :(<; 

The signs of accomplishment are seeing my face, the dawning of the realization of our inseparability, 
$%- :12?- =?- !/- ,R$?- 3J.- :P2;!!:.A- *A.- 12- 0:A- .3- 5B$- +; 

and the unobstructed accomplishment of whatever activities you wish. As for the commitments of this practice, 
29%- =- 3A- <J- %/- 3A- .R$?;!!;A/- 3A/- ,J- 5S3- ;A.- LJ.- ?R$?; 

do not hope for what is good or fear what is bad. Renounce extremes of what is, isn't, doubt, faith, 
,- 3=- 8J- :.R.- 3,:- .$- %%-;!!<%- *A.- $- <- 0E- 2.$; 

aversion, attachment, and all other types of ordinary thinking. You yourself are me, Guru Padma. 
;A/- 0:A- :.- >J?- .?- !/- +;!!:V=- =- 3J.- 0- 3(R$- +- $&J?;!

Whenever you perceive that this is the case, we are not separate. This is the most important thing to cherish! 
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Dedication of Virtue 
 

:. A- .$ J- 3 A- 29.- $+3- 0 R: C- : R.- U J%- $ A?,!!,= R$- :S J/- .P- 2$ J$?- 3/- 0- 5<- 2&.- /?, 

di ge mi ze tum pöi ö treng gi   log dren dra geg mün oa tshar che ne 
By the garlands of light of this fierce inexhaustible virtue, may the darkness of enemies, obstructors, and those who lead astray be defeated!  

,:P R- !/- ; J- > J?- $%- 2- <2- $?=- + J,!!,, R.- U J%- l=- I A- $ R- :1%- M<- , R2- > R$ 

dro kün ye she nang wa rab sal te   thö treng tsal gyi go phang nyur thob shog 
Then, may the primordial wisdom light of all wandering beings fully shine! May all swiftly attain the state of Padma Thötreng Tsal!  

2.J- $>J$?- !/- :.?- ]- 3- ;A;!!212- ,2?- $?%- ~A%- >- 12- :.A<; 

In this Hūṃ sādhana, the secret essence of the means of accomplishing the Guru who embodies all the sugatas,  
35/- 2./- !/- :.?- PR- =R.- .J;!!3- :R%?- ~A$?- 3:A- .?- .J- <; 

[Dorje] Drolö subsumes all the other seven manifestations [of the Guru Padma]. In future degenerate times,  
0E- OR- 2R:C- {<- 2!/- =;!!;J- >J?- 0- .%- :)A$- gJ/- 8J?; 

there will come a time when the wrathful enlightened form of Padma is differentiated into 
.LJ- 2<- LJ.- 0:A- .?- :L%- $A;!!.R/- .- <%- $%- 0E- !J; 

the primordial wisdom and worldly aspects. Ultimately, your own experience is Padma. 
;J- >J?- v<- 2v?- ;J- >J?- 0;!!:)A$- gJ/- v<- 2v?- :)A$- gJ/- 0; 

If you see in accord with primordial wisdom, you are the primordial wisdom being. If you see in accord with the world, you are a worldly being. 
%- =- :.A- 8J?- lA?- OA$?- 3J.;!!i3- 0- 1- ;A?- .R/- 5S=- /; 

There is no contradiction in this for me. To find the meaning of the sounds [Drolö] 
NR- +- =R- !R+- +- <- +J;!!9<- ($- :V- 2#?- PR- =R.- 8J?; 

You should understand that Krodha Lokottara was corrupted and condensed into "Drolö". 
OR- 2R- :)A$- gJ/- :.?- 0<- :I<;!!.J- v<- ;%- 92- $?%- 12- :.A; 

It means the "Wrathful One Who Transcends the World".  In that way, this secret sādhana of the Most Profound, 
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%- ;A- $?%- 2:A- 36S.- :6B/- &A%- ;!!:VJ=- 5.- ,<- 0:A- .R/- w/- 0; 

may it meet with the treasure holders of my secrets, may it benefit all who encounter it,  
z- Y?- *J- 2- .J- .%- 3R.;!!?- 3- ;;!!o- o- o- o- o- o- o-; 

and may it be delivered to the Prince! Sāmāyā   Seal Seal Seal Seal Seal Seal Seal 
o- 2./- IA?- $+2- +J- z- Y?-~A%- $A- lA?- o<- $.3?- ?R;!!:VA- $%- L- V=- <_?- 2- 5=- 1R- V%- .- .$- 0<- 12- ;R.; 

Through sealing with the seven seals, I fasten it so it will be held in the Prince's heart.  
I, the Drigung Renunciate Ratna [Rinchen Phüntshog] purely decoded this at the Youthful Child Palace. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

May the Padmasambhava of blazing self-awareness swiftly and forever consume all beings! 


